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Letter from the Editor

WELCOME TO THE UNSEEN
Welcome back, old friends, and welcome, new friends.
My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and
traditional territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus ueam), Sḵ wx̱ wú7mesh (S uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh)
Nations – what is otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a shamanic witch and occultist.
ank you for your warm reception of the previous issue of Unseen Journal (the inaugural issue), and for your eagerness
for this second issue! As we approach the Lunar New Year on February 12, big feelings are felt preceding and during this
New Moon. Some are light and playful, others are much heavier, with prompts to release and unburden. Despite how they
show up, it’s the Lunar New Year calling each of us to e Connection with the Unseen. For me personally, this
Connection is asking me to look at two distinct, yet intertwined, energies: Prosperity and Destruction. You’ll see in this
issue, the energy of Prosperity shows up as discussions of luck and luck-inducing practices. You’ll also nd a deep, longerform dive on my experiences of the destructive powers of toxic theology.
Luck is a real, and o entimes supernatural, phenomenon that allows positive improbable events or negative ones to take
place. In my heritage, luck is believed to be granted to us mortals from dieties and other spirit beings, from speci c
aligned energies (elemental, cosmic, etc), from charms, amulets and talismans, and from our ancestors. e study of luck,
as well as rituals and superstitions, can be complex and even contradictory, and vary depending on tradition, but we can
all agree that all cultures prize luck.
Luck is valued as a diety herself, and she is far more concerned about general prosperity and true wellness than lucre alone.
Luck, as Matron, cares about the home she resides in: She sets foot in carefully kept spaces, food made from the heart, and
she loves the power of symbols.
I invite you to consider the stories of luck in your life, and if you don’t feel you have enough, to create them. In my
Mystery Mentorship Fire Module, we are discussing how magick, luck, and self-image intersect. (Not too late to sign up –
see https://shopceremonie.com/mystery-mentorship to learn more)
rough the feature story in this issue, SELLING MY SOUL & BUYING IT BACK: A Memoir on Entering e Church –
And Leaving It, as well as the live stream event, LOSING YOUR RELIGION & REBUILDING YOUR SPIRITUALITY
on March 2, I also invite you to examine the structures that have shaped you in limiting or even harmful ways, and ways to
break them downd. May the necessary destruction and healing brought on by the Goddess connect you to new currents of
life and luck.
As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE
copy of this journal for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media,
full credit and ta ing of myself @shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called
to share this content with others in your life, only do so by using the link to join my mailing list. Please take the time to
read my note on usage and copyright non-negotiables on the previous page.

Yours,

Mimi Young
Editor of Unseen Journal + Founder of Ceremonie

LEARN TO WORK WITH PLANTS MAGICALLY

Plant Spirit Magick

SWEEPING + MOPPING
IN LUCK

e ﬁrst day of this year's Lunar New Year is
on February 12. On the days preceding, it is
customary to clean one's home –

purging

clutter, items that serve no use, or energies that
are no longer part of one's focus.

ese days,

ﬂoors are swept and mopped from the centre of
the home outwards, towards the doors,
signalling releasing of unwanted energies.
On the actual Lunar New Year Day, it is
customary to clean one's home again, though at
this poin , it is purely energetic.

e direction of

the sweeping and mopping would be from the
doors inwards, towards the centre of the home,
inviting in new and lucky energies. Incense
would be lit to accompany this ritual, a form of
bo anical magick to connect with dieties and

P R O S P E R I T Y T E A F L O O R WA S H R I T U A L
• Light a candle.
• Set the intention of inviting prosperity into your life. Be
speci c, yet open to the Mystery.
• Sweep your home, sweeping towards the door if it's before the
Lunar New Year Day, or from the door inwards if it's on the
New Year Day (or the rst two weeks a er).
• Make a pot of Tea. Make sure it's a Tea with the actual
Camellia Sinensis plant, such as a Green or Oolong. Steep it as
you would if you were drinking it, and allow it to cool.
• Mop or wipe the oors with Tea as a oor wash, wiping
inwards from the doors.
• Can also be used to wipe down surfaces (make sure the
surfaces are suitable for wiping with a tea wash).
• When complete, light incense and o er prayers to your
ancestors or dieties you connect with.
• Allow candle to burn out (under supervision), or blow out
when the ritual is complete.

ancestors.
.................................................................................................................................................................................................... FEBRUARY 2021 | UNSEEN 9

MUSINGS

When I question, I am liberated;
When I am liberated, I question.

“Learn to recognize good luck when it's waving at you,
hoping to get your attention.” ― Sally Koslow
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is blend highlights key plants mystically
associated with the ﬂow of abundance, success,
and prosperity, including Periwinkle, Red Clover,
PROSPERITY + LUCK
HERBAL INCENSE
plant potion

SHOP

Mandrake Roo , Fenugreek, Orange Peel among
others. Used with speciﬁc dates of the year, such as
during a Solstice, New or Full Moon, or other
seasonally optimal times, as well as in ritual, this
herbal blend can enhance a fulﬁllment of
intention, heighten one's responsibility and power
to ﬁscal managemen , and overall synchronicity to
the spirits of opportunities around. Mindset is
prosperous. Will is determined.

ese dumplings are called 'jiaozi', as it sounds
like a word meaning 'bidding farewell to the
old and ushering in the new.' in Chinese.
Dumplings are always made before midnight
and traditionally eaten during the last hour of
the old year and the rst hour of the Lunar
New Year. In very old traditions, some like to
wrap a coin in some of the dumplings, as a
token of good fortune for those who eat them.
is is said to ensure good luck and prosperity
in the New Year. Xing Nian Kuai Le!

Recipe

CHINESE DUMPLINGS (JIAO ZI)
WITH WATERCRESS, CELERY & SHIITAKE
Dumplings, according to the Chinese, is a celebratory food eaten on the Eve of the New
Lunar Year. Modest, yet time consuming; unassuming, yet mouthwatering; modern, yet
ancestral. Here's a version my family, particularly from my maternal father's line, have been
making (and eating) for as long as we can all remember.
INGREDIENTS
• 3 tbsp sesame oil
• 1 bunch of green onions
• 2 cups of shiitake mushrooms
• 1 cup of rm tofu
• 2 cloves garlic
• 1 cup celery
• 1 cup watercress
• 1/2 cup cilantro
• 3 tbsp tamari / soy sauce
• 1 cup clear vermicelli (mung bean noodles), pre-cooked
• 1 tbsp ginger, grated
• 1 tbsp ground white pepper
• ~55 round dumpling wrappers (can be purchased at an east-Asian grocery store)
• all purpose our, for dusting
Dipping sauces:
Option 1: 2 tbsp Chinese black vinegar, 1 tsp nely julienned ginger
Option 2: 2 tbsp tamari / soy sauce, 1/2 tsp ltered water, 1 tsp nely chopped garlic

METHOD
1. Add all items into a food processor and chop it up until it resembles a coarse mixture.
2. With cheesecloth, s ueeze out excess li uid - reserve li uid for separate use.
3. Assemble one dumpling for testing: spoon about 1 tbsp of lling onto a wrapper. Brush
water around the edges of the wrapper and pinch edges to seal.
4. Gently place in pot of boiling water and boil for ~4 minutes or until cooked.
5. Taste and adjust seasoning, if necessary. If you nd it's not salty enough, proceed with
adding sea salt instead of tamari / soy sauce so as to not make the lling wetter.
6. Assemble a subse uent dumpling with adjusted lling and cook as above.
7. When the taste of dumpling is to your liking, then proceed with assembling remaining
dumplings, being careful to dust each dumpling with our to prevent sticking.
8. Cook in same fashion as above.
9. Serve with choice of dipping sauce.

MORE TRADITIONAL RECIPES

HOUSEHOLD
SPIRITS

Every home contains not only humans, but
also spirits.

ese spirits may be visiting

ancestors, but most likely, spirit beings of
the home itself that are connected with

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2021
from 1-3:30PM PST
live-stream with replay

the material of the building, the furniture,

Wisdom we will cover:

charms, prayers, activities and other

• What household spirits are

practices held within the home, and their

• How they manifest in our homes

existence is alongside ours. Domestic
spirits are friendly and helpful, though
from

time

to

time,

can

also

be

mischievous. We can learn to invite,
welcome, decipher/interpret, and befriend
these beings as an animist's practice of

• Household spirit roles / duties
• What it means when things go missing / mysteriously moved
•

e importance of doors and the hearth

• Basics of Feng Shui
• Evoking / summoning bene cent household spirits

honouring land, space, and ancient

• Activities / practices that honour household spirits

wisdom traditions. We can also take

• Household spirits mentioned in myth, lore, fairy tales and what
we can learn from them

intentional steps to do these as a way to
centre Nature's ways and non-human
intelligence, and as a result, experience
deep healing, a reigniting of joy and
imagination, and a restoration of truly
collaborative living.

• Attendees will also have a chance to ask speci c uestions
around their household spirits (available to live-stream attendees
ONLY)
• For the purpose of keeping the topic solely on household spirits (a large
category in it of itsel ), this course will not be discussing hauntings and
disturbed spirits

Tickets for this e-course is available at a sliding scale, so that my
work can be as accessible as possible with attendees being able to
contribute based on their capacity. By supporting my work fairly
and e uitably, I can continue to support you. ank you.

ENROLL
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Every home
con ains
not only
humans,
but also
spirits.

SIGILS

Luck, at her very core, is understood as a means of returning, that is,
returning to the beginnings, to the roots. Luck, then, is land-based
and cyclical. Fu (also known as Fortune in Mandarin), Luck’s other
name, is one of the basic Taoist concept— Fu as fate of all the things
and beings in the Cosmos, in seasonal movement of the course of
nature, much like how the Fortune in the Tarot tradition is
understood. To harness Fu is to draw the resources and power from
our Universal Essence, and deliver it in a clear, directed way.
In the ancient Chinese oracular system, the I Ching, the Hexagram
Fu is comprised of one Yang line (Divine Masculine), and 5 Yin lines
(Divine Feminine) stacked up on top of him. e light, symbolized
by the Yang line on the bottom in the context of the 5 dark (the
Winter), is also deeply related to the approaching emergence of
spring. Spring, the most vigorous season of the year, is seen as
immensely luck- lled. And with Winter shedding her frosty outer
dress, the Lunar New Year is poising herself to begin a new cycle of
Fortune. is is why those who follow the Moon’s rhythms celebrate
this start of the New Year with a sense of shimmering suspense.
We clean our homes.
We wear our best clothing.
We ll our altars and kitchens with luck-inducing delicacies.
We o er loved ones near and far gi s and other luxuries.
We share blessings as a means of foretelling.
And we hang sigils.

16

A sigil is a magickally cra ed image, ideogram, or writing that
courts, bonds, and transfers Cosmic Energy (Qi) into our
physical reality. Sigils can be used for many purposes, such as
strengthening or tempering an aspect of ourselves or a situation
within our lives; we can attract romantic love with a sigil, we can
earn more income, we can ease con ict with family members. In
the case of the Lunar New Year, a common sigil to create is to
call on Luck to the physical form, whereby the sigil functioning
as an e ective tool to evoke and invoke her blessings. Sigils may
look like a conglomeration of shapes, letters, glyphs, scribbles,
and colours, and o en the form relates to its intention. Many
traditional cultures have their own version of sigil cra ing, and
certain elements of sigils may be religious, but the magickal cra
behind its conjuring is not.
Much of what we know in the modern world are distant relatives
of the sigil, even if the connection has been more or less
forgotten. A national ag. An institutional or family crest.
Monograms. A logo. A tattoo. A fuck-o text to your ex.
Artwork in your entryway.
As a shamanic occultist, I cra and employ sigils to conjure
spirits, banish spirits, invoke dieties, and invite ancestors and
other spirit beings. A sigil can be used to protect, cure, in uence,
create, destroy, remove barriers, and used both defensively and
o ensively. It would be a naïve oversimpli cation to call a sigil

UNSEEN | FEBRUARY 2021 ....................................................................................................................................................................................

It would be a naïve oversimpli cation to call a sigil a charm.
is is because in the context of sigil making, the involvement
of Fu is a comprehensive and complete system of magick on its
own. When I cra sigils, it’s always at the height of combining
words, actions, and the visual form in a ritualized manner with
the intent of materializing a speci c vision. For this reason, a
sigil, for me (and for many others), is also evidence that Qi –
the Cosmic Consciousness and Force – has been accessed and a
spell has been cast.
In traditional Chinese practices, it is customary to hang sigils
that relate to Fortune: happiness, health and well-being, peace,
material prosperity, abundance of friends, success of career, and
so forth. Sigils are o en hung on doors, windows, and inside the
homes. Some sigils (such as Double Happiness) are deliberately
hung in reverse, as a mechanism to distract or confuse demons.
It would be irresponsible of me to discuss Fu Sigils for a
Western/Westernized audience and not mention cultural
appropriation. Cultural appropriation happens when an
individual takes an image or other sacred artefact outside of
their cultural context, with little or no understanding of its
intention and power. When something is taken out of context,
the meaning gets lost or diluted, and the original context su ers
as a result. Cultural appropriation would take place if your
context is outside traditional Chinese culture and are
purchasing a sigil from Chinatown and hanging it on your door
as decoration without having rst gained some understanding
and respect for Taoism and ancient Chinese esoterics.
Tangent 1- is is partly why I am o ering my online Mystery
Mentorship – a) to invite those of Chinese heritage to return to
our ancient ways, and b) to also welcome those outside of
Chinese ancestry to a place where you can learn and apply in
your own practice with accuracy, respect, integrity, depth,
safety, and accountability.
Tangent 2- In the complex world we live in that has increasingly
become a global village, I don’t believe in simplistically de ning
culture as biological genetics alone: we carry the blood of both
the colonizer and colonizer in us. And as a diasporic HanTaiwanese woman, the concept of home has become, well, a
conceptual one. We need a more nuanced way to navigate
culture and spirituality in a respectful way. I don’t claim I have
all the answers, or any at all, but I am intent on looking at my
uni ue experience to inform me, and to provide some insights –
or certainly to have a conversation.

If you’re not interested in learning the speci cs of ancient
Chinese esoterics, you can still work with sigils in a profound
and authentic way as sigils exist in all traditional cultures. And
since all old cultures understood time via the Moon at one point
in their history, I invite all to explore their own ancestry and
the sigils that exist within them as we approach the Lunar New
Year. When I say authentic, I am not referring to mimicking
ways that are outside of your cultural context. Focus more on
how you will understand and direct esoteric principles to best
bring your intentions to life. In other words, use your own cra .
e key is to do it with respect.
Perhaps it is connecting with a Rune and nding a way to
fashion it to your space. Perhaps your sigil is a poem you wrote,
framing it, and hanging it by your entrance. Perhaps it’s
drawing your emotions in the forms of colours and organic
shapes, and allowing the power of the energy to execute its
charge. And sadly, if patriarchy, colonialism, and
industrialization has completely de-rooted you from your
place(s) of origin, it may be a time to begin re-membering
through esoteric means, that is, by connecting to your ancestry
psychically: via your dreamscapes, your body’s intuition, the
Moon herself, through core shamanic journeying, and through
animistic methods. (I also discuss how to do this in my Mystery
Mentorship).
Lastly, Lady Luck is far more interested in your genuine, heartopen willingness to revere her than for you to be textbook
accurate. In other words, she asks for devotion, not perfection.
Magick is meant to be done, not intellectualized. It means to
have fun, to experiment, to embody your mysterious
experiences, and simply show up to walk this Hidden Path of
the Unseen. Luck will nd you. ❖

STUDY MAGICK

Feature Story

SELLING MY SOUL
& BUYING IT BACK
A Memoir on Entering
My earliest memory rooted in spirituality was an animistic one.
I was about 2 or 3 years of age, and was communicating with
plants. My other early childhood memory in the spiritual vein
was ritualistic: watching my mother approach the altar to
Guanyin Pusa (Pusa is the Mandarin word for Bodhisattva) that
she had set up in our living room, above the replace. She
o ered Pusa water, bows, and prayers daily, and additional
o erings around key lunar festivals. When life o ered
challenges, she would call my Puo Puo (maternal grandmother)
in Taiwan and ask her to visit their neighbourhood temple to
make special o erings with speci c incense.
My mother did not meditate, chant, nor read ancient texts the
way other Buddhists in my family did. Maybe it was because she
worked long hours, kept the home, and was always busy caring
for my brother and myself, as well as my younger cousins, as her
and her sister o en did for each other. Or maybe religious
practice beyond what she was already doing simply wasn’t her
thing at the time. Because she never spoke of Pusa any other
time than the mornings when she approached the altar, one
could say that her faith was cultural, but the depth of her
relationship with the divine is something that only she could
answer.
When I was 10 years old, we “moved up” by moving into a
predominantly white neighbourhood. She became friends with
the local realtor’s wife, a regular church-goer. Perhaps struck by
the sense of the veneered welcome and the sense of being part of
a group, or maybe it was the banana bread served during bible
study, something about it appealed to her. Soon a erwards, the
realtor’s wife was having my brother and I over fre uently, with
mounds of M&M studded cookies and other treats in her
kitchen. Early on in the relationship, while I was picking o the
M&Ms one by one and popping them in my mouth before
eating the remaining esh of the cookie, she’d ask me if I had
Jesus in my heart. I shru ed with the same suspicion that my
father had (and still has) and said that I am not a Jesus person
though I did like her baking.

***

My mother’s time began increasingly devoted to her evangelical

e Church – And Leaving It
Christian life. Praying in her bedroom for long periods of time.
Reading her bible a er meals. uoting biblical scripture to
reinforce how the world has indeed lost its ways. Her repeating
what her pastor had said was “God’s will” and how it showed up
in her view on parenting, how money was spent (she was tithing
in excess of 10% of her income to the church), what music was
appropriate to listen to (none, other than worship music,
though Jesus does make an exception to some instrumentals),
and politics. Her adopting a new language, lled with
vocabulary like ‘sin’, ‘atonement’, ‘his ock’, ‘temptation’,
‘redemption’, ‘confess’, ‘heaven’, ‘punishment’, ‘hell’, ‘WW D’
(What Would Jesus Do?), ‘ salvation’, ‘holy’, ‘his plan for us’,
‘theologically sound’, ‘chosen people’, ‘idols’, ‘repentance’,
‘deliverance’, ‘sacri ce’, ‘ e Church - the Bride of Jesus’,
‘wicked’, ‘prodigal’, ‘parables’, ‘reward’, ‘the light’, ‘led astray’,
‘detestable’, ‘unclean’, ‘not permitted’, ‘of the Devil’, ‘Satan’,
‘fallen’, ‘revival’, and so much more. She was also attending
church 3-4 days week: bible studies, fellowship, Sunday service,
prayer meetings, and other ways of demonstrating her devotion
to her lord.
Our home also underwent a witch hunt of sorts. My mother
feverishly went through her library and removed any evidence
of other faiths and culture, and in their place, new books on
how to be a good Christian wife, how to raise God fearing
children, how prayer can save atheists (that one was intended to
address my father), how missionaries were addressing poverty in
‘unsaved’ communities all over the world, how giving income to
the church is investing in God’s kingdom, devotions such as My
Utmost for His Highest, and multiple versions of the bible.
uotes from John 3:16 or 1 Corinthians took over the walls
where Chinese sigils rendered beautifully in traditional
calligraphy had once hung. Records, cassettes and CDs of a
variety of genres were replaced programming such as Focus On
e Family on Christian radio. Pusa was thrown into the trash,
along with the sigils. She told me that Jesus was proud.

***

roughout my adolescence, I made friends mostly with the
kids in the grunge, skate, and rave scenes. Teens have an
aversion to rules in general, and the lifestyle of heavy eye >>
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A Memoir on Entering

make-up, exuberant basslines, and tales of angst o ered no
exception. I had never felt part of a larger group, because even
though I spoke English perfectly, my external form still made
others assume that I was not from here and could never be.
ere was a certain charge in identifying with the outcast
archetype in the alternative music circles, but I wore it more as
an armour of protection rather than from a place of embodied
pride.
is meant that the vulnerable longing to be seen,
accepted, and included was simply being stu ed down and
ignored, and wearing counterculture as a cloak of “fuck the
world” was a method of coping.
One Sunday morning, I was about 18, my mother was in a bind.
She was teaching Sunday school that day, and the two other
volunteers called in sick. My brother was already ‘serving’ in
another Sunday School class (they attended the same church),
and would I, as her dutiful daughter, help?
ough I was
casually attending church with a friend from French class
(mainly to meet boys), I made the excuse that I had not been
reading the bible as she had asked us to do each week, as an
attempt to dissuade her that I didn’t know much about the
bible at all, but she assured me that my role would mainly be a
mundane one of helping the kids cut and glue their cra s.
And so I was introduced to her church. It was a di erent one
than her initial introduction to church life via the realtor’s wife
(whom she had a falling out with over theological interpretation
– my mother holding the belief that Jesus loves the poor, and
her former friend thinking that the rich are evidence of god’s
approval of them). is one was in a suburb with a more diverse
demographic, and the congregation itself was made up
primarily of Mandarin-speaking origin: many from Taiwan,
from Singapore, from Malaysia, some from mainland China,
and other regions. One of this church’s founders claimed his
father had been led to lord by the famous missionary, Hudson
Taylor, who was ‘spreading the Good News’ in China.
ough the church building was similar to other ones I had set
foot into – minimalist contemporary looking walls, post
modern looking stained glass, rows and rows of church pews,
and the fellowship area in the basement.
eir church felt
noticeably di erent in the feelings it evoked. Part of this was
because of the language; they spoke my mother tongue! When
you’ve lived in a land where the language is di erent than the
language spoken at home, when you are in a large group setting
where they are speaking in your mother tongue, there is an
instant sense of comfort and kinship. e sermons were lled
with culturally nuanced jokes, and the bible further interpreted
(and artfully marketed) for the demographic. For once in my life
in North America, I didn’t visibly stand out, and because I
looked like them, and could speak both English and Mandarin
with them, I was eager to disarm my usual need to "prove

&
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e Church – And Leaving It

mysel ". How does one explain this feeling? Jesus or no Jesus, it
felt like home. And this home felt more like home than even,
where when I do travel there, I feel like a foreigner because I
have spent most of my life outside of that environment. Add the
loads of homemade, traditional East Asian noodles, dumplings,
atbreads, stews, curries, fried rice, sautéed greens, hearty
soups, and e tarts all served bu et style a er the church
service, for some inexplicable reason beyond my rational mind,
I wanted to return. Not for Jesus, but for a sense of belonging.
is was not the only church I attended, nor the nal one in my
church attending years, and cultural familiarity aside, only
looking back do I see my longing for a god was never about him.
I already had a sense of god in my psychic abilities. What I was
longing was to belong to a larger community, a deep desire to be
held and included. And this yearning kept me in church for
many years, for much longer than I wanted to be there.

***

ough my need to “prove mysel ” as an intelligent, attractive,
and deserving person from a racial standpoint was no longer
there, I was confronted with a new set of unspoken codes and
expectations. ere were now new priorities for me: to show the
members of the church I was worthy of acceptance into their
group, and the rst step was to accept ‘Jesus as my Lord and
Saviour’ and to proclaim it to the world through baptism. It was
followed by the importance to study ‘His Word’, and in my
eagerness to belong, I joined not one, but two di erent bible
studies (one at that church, and one at my friend’s from French
class, which I was later asked to choose only one. Little did I
know at the time just how competitive some local churches can
be). I also began volunteering – mainly physical labour of
dishwashing, stacking chairs, sweeping and vacuuming. One
must demonstrate faithfulness to god before one can serve in
more ‘glamourous’ capacities, such as teaching or leading
worship. I began hanging out with ‘sinful’ friends less, listening
only to Hillsongs, a worship band from a mega church in
Australia, Matt Redman and Chris Tomlin (celebrity worship
‘leaders’), and even also adopted the same lingo that my mom
had. Steadily, as I sold myself to the ‘Father God’ so I could be
in community, I lost more and more of myself, my capacity to
think critically, and my voice. My experience with Christianity
was one where conformity was valued over personal uni ueness.
>>
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***

Me: “But my uncle and cousin are gay. And many of my friends.”
A: “Love the sinner, hate the sin, Mimi.”
Me: “I just don’t think it’s my business to judge what is good or bad, and
I don’t even think it’s bad. It’s not like what they are doing is wrong.
ey aren’t hurting anyone.”
A: “But are they really not hurting anyone? ey’re hurting God. e
Bible says it is a sin. Have you read Genesis and Deuteronomy? And Paul
also wrote about it, who lled with the Holy Spirit, wrote the most
famous passage about love in 1 Corinthians. God made Man and
Woman, and made it so that Man and Woman shall be one. If you
condone their lifestyle, it means you are no di erent than they are.
You’re sounding like a non-Christian.”
Me: Silence
A: “Why don’t we pray for them right now?”

A few days later, while walking down the hall a er nishing bible study,
the pastor approached me.
In a posture that can be mistaken with genuine care (or maybe it was
indeed authentic in his mind?), he said, “I heard from A that you’re
praying for the lost in your life. e Lord is so pleased. And the lost are
so blessed they have you interceding for them. When they accept Jesus as
their Saviour, they will thank you for leading them to His feet. Have
faith that you are acting in love. Now, I have seen how faithful you are
to the Lord. How would you like to lead one of the Sunday School
classes, Mimi?”
I nodded, understanding the signi cance of this initiation into serving
god’s kingdom.

***
At a di erent church than the two I have already mentioned,
one that was predominantly “white” and had a bit of a “celebrity
church” status to it, I wrote and implemented a full- edged
summer daycamp curriculum (o en called Vacation Bible
School) for elementary school aged kids because what was
available through the church’s supplier was over-budget, despite
it being a mega church. I wanted the lessons to feel more
immersive and tactile, allowing the children to be able to feel
and imagine through their senses. e curriculum series were
labour intensive to innovate and execute, but I felt satis ed
with my e orts, as the daycamp was a hit. Many parents
thanked me, upon which the youth pastor reminded me that I
must give glory to Jesus for Him working through me. To think
that I achieved anything on my own was prideful, which was a
sin that led Lucifer to his downfall.
is didn’t prevent her for taking credit of my work when the
district minister came to visit. When I con ded to another
‘sister in Christ’ about how much the youth pastor’s actions had
hurt and angered me, the ‘sister’ rebuked me for lusting for
power. She also added that I should celebrate that god was using
the youth pastor to accomplish his kingdom's goals, that I
should be excited for all the children's saved souls. She chided
me, also reminding me that godly women should support other
women. at it’s not a competition.

***

C: “I think you’re tired, Mimi. at’s not what he said, and if he
did, that’s not what he meant. I know he is a faithful and holy
man.”

***

I was told that feelings are misleading, and that intuition cannot be
trusted. at the word of god is eternal and to make my decisions based
on his law was the only sensible and reliable thing to do. e cumulative
impact of repeatedly denying and uestioning my feelings and
distrusting my body led me to disassociate from myself, and any form of
anchoring and self-trust eroded. I became increasingly vacant and relied
on external permission. Having lost my critical thinking capacity, I
found it di cult to formulate personal opinions, and any lingering
opinions I once did have were relegated to a place where I forgot how to
access and were replaced by the ones held by the church.

Me: “ at’s not what I heard him say, and I was there. He….
and then… and…”
C: “You’re projecting. Remember, God placed him exactly where
He wants him to be to do His will. Not to mention he’s a
deacon. Can I pray for you?” >>

***
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At a funeral service of a man who died abruptly and decades
prematurely, I stood in the back of the sanctuary, where
hundreds of his friends, family, co-workers, and young people
had also gathered. ough the church was a large one, there
were no seats or standing room le . e man was a high school
teacher, with a heart of gold for inner city teens, and had gone
above and beyond in every capacity to mentor and guide his
students. Many had described him as the only father gure they
ever had.
e pastor during the funeral service’s sermon, mentioned that
the man’s exceptional dedication to his vocation could never be
compared to Jesus’ sacri ce.
at at the end of the day,
regardless of how many lives he had positively impacted, his
legacy was empty and meaningless, as God’s love, the one True
Love, was the only love worth talking about because His Love
can deliver all from eternal re. e piano and violin played
with moving emotion in the background, while two soloists
sang Amazing Grace. e crowd sobbed.
en, in a t of fervour, the pastor held an altar call. Would you
like to see your friend, again? Well, here’s your chance. Accept
the Lord Jesus as your Saviour and you will see him in Heaven.
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sense from lunacy. Shaky, fragile, and severed, I leaned on
church and Jesus even more. It was necessity at this point. I had
lost myself.

***

ough it still sometimes ba es me how toxic theology and the
institution it created can become so insidious and so pervasive
in unchecked power, that it can ex its shadow side of
indoctrination, abuse, manipulation, coercion, suppression,
exploitation, cultural eradication, and call everything but itself
the Devil.
When I had rst set out to write this piece, the intention was to
write about 500 words. at the piece in its entirety has turned
out to be in excess of 10X the original estimation AND for it to
still feel insu cient in communicating it ALL, is informing to
say the least. I also felt a need to allow the words come through
– some in narrative form, some through itemization, following a
loose chronology of my experience. To place my words in a rigid
container seemed to muzzle myself further. Some further
thoughts:

No opportune moment for soul harvesting should ever be lost.

***

I was taught that god has placed leaders in their positions to do
his divine will.
is especially applies to educators, medical
professionals, government, and the clergy. To uestion why they
are there is to uestion god. at god can use anything and
anyone – ethical or monstrous – to execute his will.
I was also taught that it’s paramount, through prayer, reading
the bible, and fasting, to ask him for guidance on what he
wanted for my own life. I wince when I think of the enormous
amount of time and energy I have s uandered – poring over
each bible verse, praying in earnest, asking for direction so that
I may live out his will for me, as I always felt his will was
cryptic, and nearly impossible to determine. What if I had
misinterpreted his directives? What if I failed him? What if
what I wanted to betrayed the fact that I was not following him,
but succumbing to my lusts?
I don’t know if the constant anxiety I felt came from my
perpetuate state of sleep deprivation (I woke up at 4AM every
day to read the bible for a minimum of an hour, followed by a
lengthly prayer), or simply no longer being able to tell common

• at the bible is referred to as an archetype of all law and
order, and that before Christianity, that all other faiths were
savage, primitive, unintelligent, harmful, and lled with
falsehood.
at god has chosen his special people to have
dominion over the Earth and spread the good news and use
whatever means to convert the ‘lost’. at religious leaders can
further reinforce this toxic theology by interpreting its contents
advantageously, and still say it’s ‘not them, but the will of God’.
• By extension of this, the belief that was taught and routinely
enforced that Christianity was the only ‘correct’ faith, that god
the father, Jesus the son, and the holy spirit were the One and
ONLY true god. Within the church, those who did not consider
themselves Christians were called ‘non-Christian’, a deep form
of othering. And it goes further – many churches I attended also
held the belief that those who did not attend the same or
similar church denomination were o en seen as “not real
Christians”.
•
e removal of Mother from the Divine. And though on
occasion, some churches would refer to the holy spirit as a
feminine form, most Protestant churches encouraged a Father
and Son Roadshow ( at the true god is male and only male).
Mother Mary was never seen as Divine, and was simply a warm
uterine carrier. >>
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• All the churches where I’ve attended encouraged taking the bible at face value. I was never taught
about the historical context of the bible, nor the various previous translations in the original languages
before it was translated to say, English and Chinese. ere was no robust education of what may have
shaped the contents of the bible, or even the loaded symbolism in a larger, societal context. An example
of this is how the birthday of Jesus was on December 25, and yet, the truth is (unknown to me at the
time), that many dieties from older myths (Horus, Osiris, Krishna, Zoroaster, Dionysus, Adonis,
Hermes, and more) also shared the same birthday, nor the implications of why Christmas being set on
this case carried so much political-spiritual signi cance.
• at the theology, in addition to being human-centric (rather than land-centric, which is the way of
ancestral peoples), a places humans within a hierarchy. Homosexuality in the bible is still forbidden by
God. Women are told they must ‘submit’ to their male counterparts in the new testament. And yes,
while more ‘progressive’ denominations within the Christian umbrella interpret these as metaphorical
(and how does one interpret this metaphorically?) and there are ueer clergy folks, the fact that the
Christian church has a long history of harm towards those in the LGBTQ+ communities as well as
women in general (remember all the women slaughtered during the witch hunts?) reveal the toxicity of
the theology and the fact that if the religion still considers the bible as holy and infallible, here lies the
potential for more deep harm.
• Have you ever seen a dark-skin Jesus circulating in mainstream art? e fact is, that most likely, he was
a person of colour, if he existed at all. e Europeans’ in uence in the imaging of Jesus in ne art has
made him white, and there continues to be a bias of white-centricism in Christianity and in the
structures it has created here in the West. From governments, to educational or medical institutions, to
art and cra , the bias remains.
•
e worship music that I and so many other Christians listened to contains subtle emotional
manipulation that is used to reinforce the tenets presented by the churches I had attended. e need to
constantly confess one’s ‘sins’ and other ‘inade uacies’, the fre uented ideas that I was born ‘sinful’,
‘broken’, ‘unworthy’, ‘wretched’, and being a female made me ‘extra dirty’ reinforced my reliance on
Jesus as my ‘redeemer’.
• ‘Love the sinner, hate the sin’ yet so much of what they call ‘sin’ in others are others simply existing. I
have heard this most applied to those of di erent faiths (particularly Muslims), to those in the LGBTQ+
communities, or anyone who is not exactly like them for that matter. Is it love to need to forcefully
change people to become just like you? If god preferred their creation as homogenized beige, then they
would have created us all that way while also creating only one type of animal and one type of tree.
• Is it ‘love’ to indoctrinate people into thinking they are worthless and eternally damned, and that god
did us a favour by allowing his own child to be tortured and killed for the bene t of others. As if an
almighty god would need to harm his child to prove his love for us. God needed a worthy antagonist,
one who carried su cient and dramatic competition. One who would threaten our sense of safety so
we have no choice but seek the refuge of an almighty. One where the original ‘sin’ was blame on a
woman – because she did something, without awareness, that was considered evil, when evil didn’t exist
in the rst place. If you were a parent, would you punish your child for doing something that she wasn’t
aware was wrong, because the concept of doing wrong didn’t even yet exist? Who is evil here to unleash
such unjust punishment? >>
.
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• at the path of ‘purity’ or devotion to god is always the hardest. at in my su ering, I am truly then
able to ‘identify with Jesus’ own su ering’. In Christian terms, it’s called, ‘taking up my cross and
followimg him’. at means that when I encountered sexism, racism, injustices at work or at church,
bullying, micro-a ressions, or even harm from religious leaders, that it was a sign that Jesus and I shared
a special kinship, and that I should ‘turn the other cheek’ (as outlined in the new testament).
·• An incomplete list of violence towards women found in the bible, a book that is considered sacred and
without ‘falsehood’:
Menstruation is ‘unclean’. at a woman’s menses is so ‘unclean’, that her body must not enter the temple of worship
for the days of her ﬂow, and that for her to re-enter the temple of worship, she must sacriﬁce speciﬁc animals.
Women who give birth to daughters are ‘unclean’ for 14 days (but not the case if they birth sons).
‘Virgins’ listed as ‘war booty’.
If a woman is raped, then she and the rapist shall be stoned to death.
at a woman caught in adultery shall be stoned, but not the married man she slept with.
Women should keep silen , as their husbands are their teachers.

at the husband is the ‘head’ of the amily.

at women are not creative. Eve, created out of Adam, indicates that Man is the source of life, and obliterates the
original ancient stories of the Divine Mother.

• Because the foundation of most church operations is built on volunteers with only a few individuals
being paid, there is the implication that the more you ‘serve’ the kingdom of god, the more ‘holy’ you are.
is is not only ableist, but also exploitive to the able and available, and it favours the haves over the
have-nots and creates an elitism within the congregation: the wealthier housewives are seen as possessing
more cachet and power (in a larger societal structure that already reinforces these) because they have the
free time to do ‘God’s work’.
• And while the churches that I was part of were built on the backs of unpaid workers, including myself,
any accomplishments or contributions were not ours to claim. Because it’s all god doing it. Doing it
through me. If I washed the dirty dishes for free, I can only be likened to the rubber dish gloves used, as
only god can actually be credited for any real clean up. Like Mother Mary, I am no more than a faceless,
warm body.
• I was told through the theology that the real freedom is only found through Jesus. And that I cannot
rely on my own power to work through my own obstacles.
• at shaming sex, especially pre-marital sex and the ideas that imply that sexuality is ‘sinful’ throughout
one’s formative years of life, for some, especially for those who are sensitive, will cause sex to still feel
‘sinful’ when they are married. For church cultures to present sex as shameful promotes disassociation
from one’s body, sensuality, and creative impulses, and can present not only a deep detachment from a
healthy relationship with the physical to the point that so many perpetually stay in the ‘head’, where ‘God
is up and out’ theology feels safer than embodiment. >>
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• Because beyond the obvious ‘10 Commandments’, there are
innumerable other dos and don’ts and with such an extensive
list of ‘sins’, I’ve lost hours replaying my day to identify all the
sins and micro-sins that I have allegedly committed or omitted
(yes, there are sins of omission), and if I shall emerge from the
exercise thinking that I hadn’t sinned that day, then I have
committed two graver sins – the sins of deception and pride.
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My doctor con rmed that I was stru ling with depression and
anxiety.
Evidently, Satan was attacking me. I dutifully continued to ‘take up
my cross’.

***
• at even in churches where the intuitive and psychic are
encouraged (typically called Charismatic churches, the
Pentecostal denomination, or even Revival / Spirit- lled
churches), only certain intuitive gi s were deemed acceptable.
For instance, in these church communities, premonition via
dreams and visions were acceptable, speaking in tongues (in
non-human spiritual languages) for the function of prophesy,
prayer, or worship were highly admired, shaking and laughing
via mediumship (o en referred to as being ‘slain in the spirit’)
was a sign of holiness (because the spirit only wants to dwell in
‘clean’ people). However, speaking directly with spirits, psychic
smelling, being able to read with any divinatory tool (such as
tea leaves, Tarot, or even nature omens) – all part of my
personal intuitive gi ing were viewed as demonically
in uenced. Couple this split between ‘good’ and ‘evil’ intuition,
there was also a hierarchy of Christians within the charismatic
communities: those who had the approved gi s were seen more
favourably and more ‘utilized’ by god. And those who did not
have them, were seen as ‘less’.
• In my personal experience, many toxic churches run as
businesses, but under the tax protection of charities.
e
congregation gives a he y portion of their income.
ey
volunteer their time as it’s painted as ‘serving’ so that the
‘unsaved’ can hear the pastor speak and become ‘saved’ during
the altar call (a speci c time during the service when the ‘nonChristian’ walks up to the front of the sanctuary to accept Jesus
as their ‘Lord’). And yet there is a rivalry between churches.
Between “sexy, hip” churches complete with loud guitars during
worship and “old-fashioned” ones with organs and a choir.
Between the mega churches that feel like high tech malls
compared to the modest one-room ones that smell musty and
are always too cold. Between the more intuitive charismatic
churches compared to the strict, orthodox ones. If churches
were in the business of converting the ‘unsaved’, it wouldn’t be a
big deal if someone le one congregation to attend another one,
because the soul is a ‘saved’ soul. Yet because churches are in the
business of being businesses, they see it as them losing their
customer base.

Not long before I became pregnant with my rst child, the spirits
began calling me again. I was divinating through my dreams almost
every night, and during the day, the psychic scents were undeniably
there. I kept seeing visions of Gong Gong (my maternal
grandfather who had passed on) and the plants were chatty.
Animals would visit me in unusual ways.
I was terri ed.
of the spirit.

ese were not ‘theologically correct’ manifestations

Yet, I was also fried to the core, confused, resentful, brittle,
hardened, lonely, and utterly hopeless.
Who needs the threat of hell and damnation when I was already
living in it?
Jezebel, the most demonized of all the bad gals of the bible, and
even interpreted as an avatar of Satan, kept showing up. ere was
something deeply alluring about her. I felt a faint icker within
when she was around. “Take o that pathetic cross, and wear my
dress,” she said.
I had already lost everything. I may as well try.

***

I le church cold turkey not long a er my rst child was born.
Word spread like wild re within the various Christian
communities, and my partner and I were ostracized by all but one
couple (out of hundreds). We lost our friends.
e irony of this so-called ‘love’.
e irony of me selling my soul to ‘Father God’ and redeemed
myself back through the ‘Devil’.
e irony of the hymn’s lines, “I once was lost, but now I’m found,
was blind, but now I see.” >>
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***

Because of what was taught to me, I had half-expected god to
strike me dead when I decided to leave church and
Christianity. For the rst couple of months, I would hold my
breath, wondering each time I opened my car door, if this
would be my last car ride before my disastrous end. I even
booked a full physical with my doctor, half expecting my blood
test results reveal I had some terminal disease.
And yet, there was no punishment or death. I slowly exhaled. I
gave myself the permission to feel free.

***

Stepping out of the church building and its community may
have been an event, but the recovery and dismantling proved
to be a long uest, with an inde nable arrival date. From how
I viewed and existed in my body, learning to trust my intuition
and nd my voice again, my relationship with money and
worth,
decolonizing
internalized
white-centricism,
perfectionism, workaholism, how the division of labour was
allocated in our home, the way I walked alongside my children,
how to trust again and forge new friendships, the process of
rebuilding my spirituality, cultivating joy and rest, and just
about everything else… calling back myself demanded honesty,
courage, tenacity, compassion, and a willingness to experiment.
To discover what it meant to honour and prioritize myself.
One day, while out on a run with a new friend, I told her
something that was immense for me. If I could choose all over
again, I would pick me. at I nally liked myself. en I burst
into tears.
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What I learned through the process of deprogramming from
toxic theology:
at I don’t need permission to be.
at it is healthy to uestion things.
at I can form my own opinions and make my own
decisions. I am my own best wisdom.
· at I don’t need permission to be in relationship with the
Divine, however I would like to de ne this relationship.
at theology is not owned by Christianity, and one does
not need to be an ordained minister to hold theological
ideas. In other words, the Divine is not gate-kept by the
privileged few. at I can be and am a theologian in my own
right.
I am not anti-religion; I am anti toxic theology, just as I am
not anti-men; I am anti toxic patriarchy.
I don’t need permission to speak. To heal. To lead.
at I will not be punished. Similarly, there is no distant
‘reward’ for su ering.
· at I don’t exist for anyone’s bene t. Not even god. I exist
for me.
My worth is not externally de ned. Nor is it conditional.
Furthermore, there is nothing that I can do to increase or
diminish my worth.
at it’s my right to evolve and change.
at I am deserving of happiness, pleasure, and rest.

***

at it’s not only okay, but vital, to like myself. To love
myself.
at I am a witch. And they didn’t succeed in killing me. ❖
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If you identify with my story, I welcome
you to join me on March 2 for a livestream (with replay) on this very topic:
LOSING YOUR RELIGION &
REBUILDING YOUR SPIRITUALITY
We’ll explore what led us into toxic
theology in the rst place, how to
liberate from and dismantle the
indoctrination, and how to restore and
rebuild a healthy, ethical, and authentic
spiritual practice a er walking away
from toxic theology.
SEE NEXT PAGE

L O S I N G YO U R R E L I G I O N
& R E B U I L D I N G YO U R
S P I R I T UA L I T Y

Toxic

theological

institutions

may

have

repu ations of power, indoctrination, and harm,
but it’s also impor ant to examine why many of
us have been inﬂuenced by these structures in
the ﬁrst place, and how these perspectives
continue to aﬀect our thoughts and decisionmaking capacity even years a er we step out of
these environments.
Join Mimi Young, shamanic witch and occultis ,
for a live-stream event where she shares her
personal experiences of both entering and then
leaving the evangelical Christian Church. She
will discuss the conditions and qualities that
drew her in, what kept her there for many years
before

eventually

leaving,

and

her

deprogramming process that led to her reembracing of her intuitive and magickal gi s.

O SGI NYO
G YU
OU
L O S ILN
RR RR EE LLIIGGI OI N
ON
& REBUILDING YOUR SPIRITUALITY
& R E B U I L D I N G YO U R
S P I R I T UA L I T Y
TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 2021
from 1-3:30PM PST
live-stream with replay
We will:
• Identify aspects within the theology that was taught to us
that are false, toxic and harmful (that show up both in the
Church and in secular society)
• Actionable steps/practices to deconstruct their in uence so
we can shed guilt, constant worry and fears, our self-censoring
and self-diminishment, and learn how to trust ourselves again
MARCH 2, 2021
so we can live TUESDAY,
with sovereignty
•

from 1-3:30PM PST
live-stream with replay

e various archetypes and allegories we can tap into to assist
We will:
with our recovery
and
healing
• Identify
aspects
within the theology that was taught to us that
are false, toxic and harmful (that show up both in the Church
and in secular society)

• How to rebuild an authentic and ethical spiritual practice
• Actionable steps/practices to deconstruct their in uence so we
that embraces your innate intuition
and one that is uni ue to
can shed guilt, constant worry and fears, our self-censoring and
who self-diminishment,
you are
and learn how to trust ourselves again so we
can live with sovereignty
• ehelped
various archetypes
allegories
can tap into to assist
• Additional resources that have
educateandMimi
onwehow
with our recovery and healing
peaceful, land-based spiritual practices have far preceded its
• How tocounterpart.
rebuild an authentic and ethical spiritual practice that
violent, monotheistic

embraces your innate intuition and one that is uni ue to who you
are

Tickets for this e-course

• Additional resources that have helped educate Mimi on how
ispeaceful,
available
at aspiritual
sliding
scale.
land-based
practices
have far preceded its
violent, monotheistic counterpart.

Reserve your spot
Tickets for this e-course is available at a sliding scale, so that my
work can be as accessible as possible with attendees being able to
contribute based on their capacity.
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MORE MUSINGS

“that house gods had
only benevolent things
to report and our
ancestors

were

pleased, that lifetime
warranties meant our
lucky streak would
never break, that all
the elements were now
in balance, the right
TELLING CHINESE
SHAMANIC TIME
ON-DEMAND E-COURSE

amount of wind and
water.” ― Amy Tan

Harnessing the Wisdom of Days,
Seasons & Years in Your Life with
Chinese Astrolo

and the I Ching

STUDY THIS COURSE
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SHAMANISM + TEA
ON-DEMAND E-COURSE

Discover how the plant medicine of
Tea has and can play a role in
shamanic and esoteric practices
STUDY THIS COURSE

“Luck is a goddess not to be coerced and forcibly wooed by those
who seek her favours. From such masterful spirits she turns
away. But it happens sometimes that, if we put our hand in hers
with the humble trust of a little child, she will have pity on us,
and not fail us in our hour of need.” ― PG Wodehouse

“Luck is flow and force. There's no power that can
fully take that into account, fate is still wavering.”
― Nobuyuki Fukumoto

S P OT L I G H T S

TA L E S O F R E C OV E RY P O D C A S T
Host Gris Alves and I discuss how toxic patriarchy and sexism exists
among women, including the betrayals passed down by mothers, and
how societal codes are enforced.

LISTEN

T H E M E D I C I N E B AG P O D C A S T
Host Katie Schomberg and I engage in a deeply personal recollection
of past experiences in the church, the various toxic theological ideas
have a ected each of their lives, as well as the discoveries they each
made when they deconstructed the dogmatic thinking.

LISTEN

C O M I N G U P : WO M X N O F C O L O R S U M M I T
I am honoured to be one of the 13 WOC speakers at this 6 day summit.
In my interview, I discuss what a typical day looks like for me, how my
connection to Earth has shaped my ancestry, and a recommended
starting point for listeners to start their own reclamation of their
ancestral practices. MORE HERE.

I AM ON CLUBHOUSE!
Come ﬁnd me at @shopceremonie if you're also
on the Clubhouse app. More to come soon!

THE SONG SINGS ITSELF

I love how music can carry the energy of prosperity through sacred destruction; it has
historically been a medium for necessary social rebellion and subversion.
Yaeji, a Brooklyn-based bilingual Korean American electronic producer-singer-rapper,
tends to approach her art form as a way to defy the harmful "model minority" stereotype
and genre. Her sound also holds what typically is considered opposing: chill yet buoyant,
bassy with airiness, nuanced while accessible. And her track "raingurl" is just so fun.

LISTEN TO "RAINGURL" BY YAEJI
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WA S M Y W O R K O F VA L U E T O Y O U ?

What did you think of UNSEEN Journal, Issue 02?
How was my work of value to you?
With a contribution of $8, you can keep Unseen Magazine,
a passion project + labour of love, thriving and growing.

SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL
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